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A s we have been observing over 
the last few articles, the regula-
tions imposed by various federal 

agencies has, in large part, been initiated 
by a blizzard of executive orders. Many 
feel that these usurp the prerogatives of 
Congress and that duplicative and unnec-
essary rules have unjustifiably harmed 
manufacturers, without demonstrable 
benefit to the citizenry. To illustrate the 
point, an Office of Management and Bud-
get report shows that Americans spent 
9.78 billion hours complying with federal 
regulations in 2015.

But the times, they are a-changin’—
although not in the way Bob Dylan 
probably had in mind. Efforts to rein 
in executive orders are underway at 
several levels. The new Congress has 
dusted off the Congressional Review 
Act of 1996 to reverse recent Obama-era 
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regulations. The law allows Congress to 
repeal federal regulations by a simple 
majority vote and to prohibit an admin-
istration to create “substantially similar 
rules” without congressional approval. 
In addition, President Trump signed an 
executive order requiring agencies to 
eliminate two regulations for every one 
they propose. 

The preliminary plan is reportedly to reduce 
EPA’s budget of $8.2 billion by 24 percent. For 
the building industry, this could be a two-edged 
sword in that part of the proposal could cut the 
Energy Star budget from $57 million to $5 million 
and mandate its transition to a non-government 
entity.

One of the major targets of such regu-
latory reduction is the Environmental 
Protection Agency, which itself was cre-
ated by executive order in 1970. Given the 
original mission of EPA, this may seem 
terrible to some who recall Rachel Car-
son’s 1962 Silent Spring as a major catalyst 
in launching government environmental 
regulatory initiatives. To be sure, there 
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were serious legitimate problems. 
But, as in all things bureaucratic, 

the job is never done and an agency’s 
fiefdom never shrinks of its own accord. 
Once the low-hanging fruit of overdue 
environmental fixes was picked, career 
enviro-cops fashioned regulatory ladders 
to reach even higher. Thus, many job-cre-
ating businesses find they are drowning 
in rules and regulations promulgated by 
unelected bureaucrats. Many say the EPA 
has become a major offender. 

The preliminary plan is reportedly to 
reduce EPA’s budget of $8.2 billion by 24 
percent. For the building industry, this 
could be a two-edged sword in that part 
of the proposal could cut the Energy Star 
budget from $57 million to $5 million and 
mandate its transition to a non-govern-
ment entity. The goal is not so much to 
dispense with environmental protection 
as it is to hand the process off to the indi-
vidual states and local jurisdictions. 

Small businesses eye the potential rein-

The goal is not so 
much to dispense 
with environmental 
protection as it is 
to hand the process 
off to the individual 
states and local 
jurisdictions.

ing in of EPA with crossed fingers. This is 
because, as noted by representative Matt 
Gaetz (R-FL), “Our small businesses cannot 
afford to cover the costs associated with 
compliance, too often leading to closed 
doors and unemployed Americans.”

Though arguments persist over the 
relative ideological purity of certain 
aspects of the new administration, there 
is no doubt that the direction forged by 
Trump’s election is a new one. Republi-
cans have control of government for the 
first time in decades and the stated agen-
da appears to be giving some enclaves 
of our society a bad case of ideological 
whiplash. Our focus here continues to 
be on business; particularly the building 
sector. And in our corner of the world, a 
focus on business reality is positive. w
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